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ABSTRACT

highlighted.

Superimposed information (SI) is new information such as
annotations created in reference to bits of existing information. SI
references existing information using an abstraction called mark.
A mark can be activated to see referenced information in its
original context. Context information is the set of information
obtained using a mark. For example, page number and font
characteristics are included in the context information for a
selection in a PDF document.

The context information, specifically the surrounding text,
displayed for each sub-document in the result can enable the
student to determine if a particular sub-document might be
relevant without explicitly visiting the sub-document. That is,
context information can help reduce the number of click-through
operations. However, the utility of context information depends
on the quality and quantity of information displayed. For
example, Adobe Acrobat displays up to 12 words after the search
phrase, and sometimes includes one word before the search phrase
in the result list. This amount of information may not always
suffice to determine if a sub-document is worth visiting. The
number of click-through operations may be reduced if the student
can selectively see more (or different) context information for a
sub-document without visiting it.

Superimposed and context information can make finding and refinding of sub-documents easier than is possible with the state of
the art. For example, search results can embed marks which users
can use activate to navigate directly to sub-documents; search
results can include context information to potentially reduce the
number of click-through operations needed to locate relevant
information.

Note that the student uses two distinct search functions to find the
information she is looking for: A document search function on the
web, and a sub-document search function within Acrobat.
Ironically, she uses the same search phrase in both searches, but
the document search function (in this case, Google-based site
search) returns only documents, not sub-documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider this scenario: A student wishes to find information on
‘credit distribution’ in her university’s catalog. She first uses a
document search function on her university’s web site to locate
the catalog. She then uses the search function in Adobe®
Acrobat® to locate the phrase ‘credit distribution’ in the PDF
version of the catalog. Figure 1 shows the result of this search
performed in Acrobat Version 6. The search function lists the four
occurrences of the search phrase in the document. It also provides
some context information for each occurrence, in the form of
some text that surrounds the search phrase as it appears in the
document. Hovering the mouse cursor over a result displays a
page number where the phrase occurs. Clicking on a result takes
the student to the corresponding occurrence of the phrase in the
document (that is, to a sub-document), and the search phrase is

Figure 1: Search results in Adobe Acrobat.
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Now, imagine that the student wishes to re-find the information
on credit distribution. The student first has to recall the location of
the catalog, and then the location of the relevant sub-document
within the catalog. Alternatively, she needs to recall the search
phrase she had used earlier, and when she receives a list of
candidate sub-documents, she needs to recognize the subdocument she had consulted earlier. Essentially, she has to repeat
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the finding process, possibly again visiting some documents and
sub-documents that are not relevant.

We have built some SAs using SPARCE and the mark
implementations. The window on the left in Figure 2 shows some
SI created using an SA called Sidepad [15]. The boxes labeled
Level restriction, Credit distribution, and Courses are items.
The boxes labeled University and Physics are groups, which are
collections of items and other groups. An item has a name, a
comment text, and a reference to base information in the form of a
mark (marks are not visible in the figure). A user may double
click an item to activate, or see in context, the mark associated
with the item. The window on the right in Figure 2 shows the
result of activating the PDF mark associated with the item Credit
distribution inside the group University. As a result of activation,
the base document is opened in Acrobat, and the referenced subdocument is highlighted. The other three items in the Sidepad
document use marks to portions of an HTML document, but those
marks too can be activated the same way as the PDF mark. In
fact, the Sidepad application, and generally any SA, is agnostic
towards the granularity, type, and location of the referenced
information; SPARCE manages those details.

Some tools do assist in re-finding information by allowing users
to record results from past finding attempts, but they tend to be
either document-centric or document specific. For example,
bookmarks in web browsers are document-centric because users
can store references only to documents (as URLs). Adobe Acrobat
allows a user to create bookmarks to specific pages within a
document (not to arbitrary sub-documents), but the bookmarks are
document-specific because they are stored within a document.
That is, using Acrobat bookmarks requires ownership of the
document. (The student in the example scenario does not own the
university catalog.)
We believe that a single system can assist in finding and refinding personal information. Ideally, such a system combines
document and sub-document searches, and supports references at
both complete document and sub-document granularity. It allows
references to arbitrary kinds (page, paragraph, line) and sizes of
sub-documents, and works with any information format (PDF,
HTML, spreadsheets) at any location (local file system, web). It
provides context information for documents and sub-documents,
and it does not assume ownership of referenced information.

With a mark associated with a Sidepad item, a user can also see
context information such as the text excerpt and page number for
the mark from within Sidepad (that is, without activating the
mark). Figure 3 shows partial context information displayed
inside a Context Browser for the PDF mark activated in Figure 2.
The text excerpt is currently displayed in the browser. The
Context Browser can show several other kinds of context
information such as the text excerpt formatted exactly as it is in
the base document and the page number.

In this paper, we highlight ways our research on superimposed
information may help build systems with these capabilities. We
outline the motivation to use SI in finding and re-finding by tying
in related work on personal information management (PIM).

2. SUPERIMPOSED INFORMATION
Superimposed information (SI) refers to new information such as
comments, and new structures such as lists, placed over existing
base information [13]. In this setting, a user creates and manages
SI in superimposed applications (SAs), which in turn might use
existing base applications to activate (or show in context) subdocuments, and to retrieve context information such as text
excerpts and page numbers for sub-documents.
SI uses an abstraction called mark [3] to reference sub-documents
in documents of any format. This abstraction is defined and
implemented in the Superimposed Pluggable Architecture for
Contexts and Excerpts [17] (SPARCE), our middleware for SI
management. We have implemented the mark abstraction for
several base document types such as PDF, HTML, Microsoft®
Word, and several audio and video formats. Support for new base
types can be easily added without affecting existing applications.

Figure 3: Partial context information for a PDF mark.
We have also developed a facility to query and transform the
combined superimposed and context information [16]. For
example, Figure 4 shows a transformation of the Sidepad
document in Figure 2 to an HTML document (using XSLT). This
transformation provides an outline view of the Sidepad groups
and items. For each item, it includes the name of the item and the
text excerpt obtained from the context of the associated mark
(shown in italics). The page number where the sub-document
resides is shown in bold immediately after the item name. The
URL attached to the text containing the item name (denoted by an
underline) can be used to activate a mark.
The example in this section demonstrates that SI enables
references to heterogeneous information of varying granularity,
type, and location, without assuming ownership of referenced
information. It shows how marks can help re-find information,
and demonstrates the ability to see context information without
clicking through to referenced information.

Figure 2: Sidepad document (left) and a PDF mark activated.
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The example does not demonstrate how SI can help in finding
information. Also, it assumes that marks are already created for
specific information to be re-found. In the rest of this paper, we
will discuss how SI can help in finding information, and ways to
re-find information without explicitly creating marks to particular
sub-documents. Specifically, we focus on the utility of context
information in finding and re-finding information.

a sub-document within a document, or some formatting aspect of
the sub-document. Context information can be especially helpful
when working with a large collection of marks. (One of the
authors of this paper has a collection of over 100,000 marks.) In
the example scenario, the user can examine context information to
locate candidate marks. She may use either the Context Browser
or the query facility to list candidate marks. For example, she can
alter the transformation used in Figure 4 to display details for
only sub-documents containing the phrase ‘credit distribution’.
She then can recognize the relevant sub-document using the
excerpt, page number, surrounding text, or a formatting aspect
such as color.
The means of re-finding we have discussed thus far involve marks
already created to specific sub-documents. However, users might
wish to re-find information they may have encountered in the
process of finding other information. One approach to re-finding
is to use implicit marks, which are marks expressed intensionally,
or marks deduced based on some set of user actions (or inactions).
For example, in the scenario described in Section 1, it is possible
to mark the search phrase ‘credit distribution’. Such a mark is
different from the kind of marks we have discussed earlier in this
paper because a mark to a search phrase is not a mark to a subdocument; it refers to the collection of sub-documents that result
when a search is performed with that phrase. Implicit marks can
be generated as “saved searches” as in this example, and by using
click-through data from past search results and by monitoring
scrolling actions.

Figure 4: Sidepad document transformed to HTML.

3. FINDING INFORMATION
Searching (for example, web search) is a common means to find
information, but in both document and sub-document search
scenarios, users are often forced to visit (click through) some of
the documents and sub-documents to determine their relevance.
To help reduce click-through operations, many document search
functions these days return a snippet from documents highlighting
the occurrence of a search phrase for each document. The search
function in Adobe Acrobat does the same for sub-documents. See
Figure 1.

5. RELATED WORK
From a human information processing perspective, the use of SI
to support re-finding relates to relevant principles involved in
recalling information. For example, Wiseman and Tulving [19]
originally formulated the encoding specificity principle, which
maintains that information items are encoded in our long-term
memory (LTM) with respect to their context, and that retrieval is
a function of similarity to that encoding context. Thus, retrieval
cues, which we use to retrieve information from our LTM, serve
as context for information we are trying to recall. In the case of
re-finding information, context could refer to many things,
including surrounding text, containing document, section heading,
and font characteristics.

The use of marks (or other referencing constructs) and context
information can help reduce the number of click-through
operations required to determine the relevance of documents or
sub-documents. Search functions that return documents based on
a search phrase can return a set of marks to the sub-documents
that contain (or are otherwise related to) the search phrase. Users
can then examine context information for marks without
activating the marks. Marks also alleviate the users’ need to find
the search phrase again within a document because they can use a
mark to directly navigate to a sub-document. Also, they can save
relevant marks so that they can re-find the same information more
easily. Similarly, search functions that return sub-documents also
can return marks. Again, users can examine the context of marks
to determine the relevance of sub-documents. This approach
unifies finding and re-finding activities and can lead to integrated
document and sub-document search functions.

Studies in PIM have shown that several factors impact re-finding.
Capra [2] notes that assessing the future value of information, or
post-value recall, can help in information re-finding. Marks, both
explicit and implicit, allow users to save information for later, in
the original context. Teevan performed a study to explore factors
that made search result lists memorable [18]. Her results indicated
that factors affecting memorability of results included their rank
in the list, whether they were clicked, and other factors like
number of times visited. This supports our discussion on implicit
creation of marks using click-through data, and their use in refinding.

4. RE-FINDING INFORMATION
In this section, we outline some of the ways marks and context
information assist in re-finding information. We first consider
explicitly created marks, and then consider implicitly created
marks.
Manually locating a sub-document, especially in a large
document, may require considerable user effort. For example, the
PDF document in Figure 1 is 368 pages long and the search
phrase ‘credit distribution’ occurs four times in that document. On
the other hand, activating a mark takes the user directly to the
relevant sub-document.

Other studies show the importance of context in re-finding. Jones
and others [11] found that participants did not use web browser
tools, like the bookmarking tool and the history list, to manage
information for re-use. Instead they preferred to use methods like
emailing web addresses along with comments to themselves and
to others. One reason they gave for this was that a self-addressed
email can provide an important reminding function together with

Context information helps users recognize information they have
seen before, because they often remember the relative position of
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a context of relevance. Barreau and Nardi [1], in their work on
file organization, found that users preferred location-based
finding because of its crucial reminding function. In their case,
location referred to location of files and not necessarily to bits of
information. However, the same idea could be extended so that
location of information in its original context serves as a
reminder.
Many software systems have been built to improve access to
personal information. Hill and Holan describe a system that
records history of use of digital objects and later makes use of this
history in working with these objects. This use seems to be more
in the social context rather than in a personal context [9]. They
also enable working with information in parts of documents, with
focus on text-based documents. The Mozilla Firefox ScrapBook
extension [14] allows users to select bits of information from web
pages, save them, and perform searches over this saved
information. Although it keeps a reference to the containing web
page, it does not retain the context of the selected information
within the web page. Gibeo.net network [7] and YAWAS [4] are
two other web tools that allow users to select information in web
pages, annotate them, view the annotations later, and search over
them. These tools limit annotations and re-access to HTML
content. Systems like Haystack [12], MyLifeBits [6], Stuff I’ve
Seen [5], and the Google Desktop [8] provide integrated access to
more than a single type of information. However, they are limited
in their support for working with information at sub-document
granularity. The use of SI can enhance current approaches by
facilitating reference and access to information at varying levels
of granularity, without losing original context.

6. SUMMARY
We have provided an overview of SI and described possible ways
of using SI in finding and re-finding personal information. We
have illustrated how SI provides context information that may be
exploited when finding and re-finding information. We have
supported our ideas by tying in relevant work in the PIM field.
Our research to date on SI has provided encouraging evidence
that SI may be useful in PIM, but there is scope for improvement.
Much of our work to date on SI requires some amount of user
involvement and effort (in creating marks). Past discussions about
re-finding [10] suggest that re-finding should not require too
much effort on the part of users. Although automatic or semiautomatic mark creation (such as creating implicit marks) may be
helpful in reducing user effort, deciding which information to
automatically mark can be challenging. We also need to evaluate
the effectiveness of using SI in finding and re-finding.
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